The Terrible Tudors
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This is the homework grid for our new topic: the Terrible Tudors

Key Skills

Reading
Complete MY MATHS
homework
See the Summer
overview for great online games to do to
reinforce mastery
maths.

Read every day and make
notes on :
different ways of beginning
sentences
different conjunctions
exciting adjectives
thrilling adverbs

Writing
Research
a
character
from a Midsummer Night’s
Dream and write a fact
file about them.
Choose another character
and compare and contrast
them.
Illustrate the fact files.

Science and well being
Keep a food diary of what you eat during the
weekend.
Look at food and drinks labels and decide which
foods contain the most sugars, fats and salt.
Design a healthy food menu including foods with
low sugars, fat and salt content.

Reading Reviews
Complete the red reading diary
after you have read a book.
Come to me to sign it when you
have read 5 or more books and
you are entitled to a lucky dip
prize.

Research information about who
Art
William Shakespeare was.
Visit Weston Park museum and find the portrait
Make lists of the comedies,
tragedies and historical plays he gallery. Make your own portraits of family
members and bring them in to show the class.
wrote.

Topic

HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY
Local History
Research information on
evidence of the Tudors in
Sheffield.

Non-fiction
Go to the library and research
at least one of our new topics
on Tudors, Shakespeare or
Hinduism.

Athletics
How many squats/spotty dogs/knee
high kicks can you do in a minute?
Record how many each time.
Arms out straight to your side. How
many small circles can you make
with your arms? Slowly get bigger
and bigger. Record each time and
show me your progress 

Together we are Porter Croft

Where is Yorkshire and Lancashire? Find as many cities and
towns in these counties. What is a county and in which one
do you live in?
Make a timeline with all the Tudor monarchs.
Find out about the Tudor explorers and what they
discovered.
Write a menu for a Tudor banquet.
How did the rich and poor dress in Tudor England. Make cutout card puppets of them.
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